A novel semiautomated atherosclerotic plaque characterization method using grayscale intravascular ultrasound images: comparison with virtual histology.
Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) virtual histology (VH-IVUS) is a new technique, which provides automated plaque characterization in IVUS frames, using the ultrasound backscattered RF-signals. However, its computation can only be performed once per cardiac cycle (ECG-gated technique), which significantly decreases the number of characterized IVUS frames. Also atherosclerotic plaques in images that have been acquired by machines, which are not equipped with the VH software, cannot be characterized. To address these limitations, we have developed a plaque characterization technique that can be applied in grayscale IVUS images. Our semiautomated method is based on a three-step approach. In the first step, the plaque area [region of interest (ROI)] is detected semiautomatically. In the second step, a set of features is extracted for each pixel of the ROI and in the third step, a random forest classifier is used to classify these pixels into four classes: dense calcium, necrotic core, fibrotic tissue, and fibro-fatty tissue. In order to train and validate our method, we used 300 IVUS frames acquired from virtual histology examinations from ten patients. The overall accuracy of the proposed method was 85.65% suggesting that our approach is reliable and may be further investigated in the clinical and research arena.